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there are two factions in the game, the
new conglomerate and the vanu

sovereignty, each with a military leader in
control of an organization who leads a

group of infantry or vehicles. players take
a side in the fight for control over the
three great continents of auraxis. the

matchmaking system matches players of
similar skill levels and the game does not

have a level cap. the universe of
planetside 2 is being shaped and defined
by hundreds of thousands of players. you
can create your own freaky characters,
customizing them from head to toe, and
fight on a huge variety of planets. the
player-driven events system allows

players to influence the planet and, in
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turn, affect the game world. planetside 2's
innovative and massively multiplayer pvp
action allows players to engage in combat
through a series of skill-based matches,

including vehicle combat, infantry combat,
and team-based combat. players can
team up with their friends to fight in a

variety of different pvp and pve modes.
planetside 2 offers a fully-fledged rpg
experience. players can level up their

characters, and invest skill points in each
of their four main attributes. these
attributes are strength, dexterity,

intelligence and faith, which cover the
four core pillars of the game: tech,

combat, operations, and culture. these
four pillars complement each other and

add to the sense of progression as players
gain experience, loot, rank up, and

customize their character. planetside 2
features an extensive pvp and pve

experience that includes player-created
skirmishes, large-scale battles, survival,
and cooperative modes. there are many
different types of pvp and pve matches
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that players can choose from, such as
infantry, vehicle, and team combat.

players can also choose to form groups
and work together as a team to win the

match.
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the infantry tower is a defensive structure
that can be built on a hill. the hill must
have an area of ground area of at least

45m by 65m, and must be able to hold at
least one bunker (preferably more). the
infantry tower must have a surface level

that is at least 20m above the level of the
hill it is on, this must not be a base (as
defined in the base section) or a part of

any larger structure. the infantry tower is
a defensive structure that can protect

several other structures (preferably all).
the bunker is a defensive structure that

can be built on a hill. the hill must have an
area of ground area of at least 45m by
65m, and must be able to hold at least

one bunker (preferably more). the bunker
must have a surface level that is at least

20m above the level of the hill it is on, this
must not be a base (as defined in the base
section) or a part of any larger structure.
the bunker is a defensive structure that
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can protect several other structures
(preferably all). the engine is a structure
that can be built on a large hill. the hill
must have an area of ground area of at
least 45m by 65m, and must be able to
hold at least three bunkers (preferably
more). the engine must have a surface

level that is at least 20m above the level
of the hill it is on, this must not be a base
(as defined in the base section) or a part
of any larger structure. the engine is a
defensive structure that can protect

several other structures (preferably all).
the battles take place not between dozens

of soldiers, but between hundreds. they
fight on foot. they pile into vehicles. they
take to the skies in devastating aircraft.

each battleground holds valuable
resources and strategic positions, and the
empire that can conquer and hold these

territories will be rewarded with the
resources and the means to achieve

victory. 5ec8ef588b
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